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1 Goals & Outline
Relationships between the on epts of proof systems and programming languages are known. Some are well demonstrated in systems like Coq and
Nuprl, but other aspe ts have not been fully implemented, su h as re e tion.
I believe that the true ontext in whi h su h ideas are be oming useful is
when they are implemented, this \implementation as understanding" prin iple is the reason some parts of the following text ontain ode pie es. This
should take the form of a logi al environment with re e tion me hanisms,
Nuprl is a good hoi e sin e it is used for onne ting logi and programming
languages. Therefore, the rst step towards reating su h an implementation
should be taken: pinpointing what should be done, and how. This paper is
an attempt to do this.
An implementation of su h a re e tive system merges two quite different environments, ea h with its own syntax, semanti s, evaluation and
quotations. The dis ussion, therefore, starts with these attributes in general
languages in Se tion 2; programming languages are inspe ted generally in
Se tion 3 and using a pure version of S heme as a point of view due to the
simpli ity of its re e tion me hanisms in Se tion 4; Nuprl is then dis ussed
as our goal logi al environment in Se tion 5; possible ways of implementing
a quotation me hanism are dis ussed in Se tion 6. Finally, on lusions are
presented in Se tion 7, this is the most important part.

2 Introdu tion
The term \language" as we use it, is a formal way of ommuni ating on epts
(obje ts in some domain). The language itself an ome in several di erent
ways su h as vo al sounds, written text, or text en oded in omputer les.
Whatever form a language takes, there are rules to spe ify what onstru ts
are valid | syntax, and how to asso iate synta ti onstru ts with the onepts they represent | semanti s (or meaning). For example the synta ti
onstru t of the Hebrew sound \shalosh", of the English letter sequen e t-h-re-e, of the ASCII hara ter \3" in some onventional programming language,
and of the Nuprl term `natnumf3:ng()', all have the semanti s of the number three. The semanti rules mat h synta ti stru tures in the language to
obje ts in some domain that this language denotes.
Note that the pla e where syntax ends and semanti s begins is not xed
1

| we de ide what syntax is valid, and then how to get its semanti s, so
ltering out some onstru ts an be done by de laring them as synta ti ally
in orre t or by making their semanti s void. For example, we an say that
the expression `1+"a"' is synta ti ally in orre t, or that it is synta ti ally
orre t but raises an error when evaluated or ompiled, making it meaningless. This is lear in a programming language implementation (de iding
what omponent is responsible for dete ting su h errors | the evaluator or
the parser), but it is also a question in natural languages (one option is that
\books sky snail" is synta ti ally in orre t be ause it ontains a sequen e
of three nouns, but another is that it is orre t be ause all three words are
spelled right).
The term \re e tion" des ribes three properties of a language, the rst
two are the fa t that it allows syntax that denotes (by its semanti s) its own
synta ti onstru ts, and that it an talk about su h onstru ts. In written
natural language, the double quote symbol is used to spe ify that a pie e
of text is not to be taken as representing on epts in the normal way but
instead, as representing the a tual text itself. For example, the English word
\water" stands for water, but the text \the English word `water' " uses the
a tual word \water" as a pie e of syntax (and this senten e just mentioned
a pie e of text that ontained quotes). It is obvious that quotations are a
fundamental aspe t of re e tion.
So the rst thing to have in the domain represented by a language that
an re e t itself is obje ts that stand for syntax obje t of the language itself,
in other words, make the set of syntax onstru ts a subset of the represented
values domain. Then, we must have some syntax that spe i es su h quotations (the double quotes in the natural language ase). When we have su h
a pie e of syntax S1 that denotes a data stru ture that represents a pie e of
syntax S0 , we say that S1 is the quotation of S0 .
Many representations an be used to spe ify quotations. One obvious representation is taken from the informal usage of quotes and raw text in natural
language, however, this is an extremely poor representation for programming
languages and logi al systems sin e it does not re e t the inherently re ursive
nature of synta ti al onstru ts1 . A representation that is natural in the ontext of formal languages is using the language apabilities for de ned types
1 Natural

language syntax is stru tured as well, but this stru turing an be ambiguous
sometimes whi h means that a re ursive tree stru ture an be insuÆ ient. This is not a
entral issue sin e when su h text is read, we automati ally per eive its `parsed' form.
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(re ords in the ase of programming languages, and tuples/sequen es/de ned
types in the ase of logi al systems). Writinf su h stru tures expli itly is also
insuÆ ient sin e it makes quotation umbersome and ineÆ ient, spe i ally,
repeatedly quoting some synta ti obje t makes the result grow exponentially. Other me hanisms like a quotation ontext, operator shifting2 and a
general prepro essing me hanism an all help solve this problem, these are
dis ussed in Se tion 6.
Most languages have an inherent evaluation pro ess: we rst get the
syntax, then see what it denotes (if it makes sense) using the semanti s of
our language, and then we evaluate the result. This is a mental pro ess that
starts with a senten e as a pie e of syntax, onverts it to a pie e of semanti
information, and then forms a nal mental pie e of information in our mind
using some form of evaluation.
Evaluation an take several forms, for example | we an identify and
expand de nitions su h as \Eli's wife" or pronouns like \you" and identify
them with other on epts su h as \Regina Barzilay". We an also use some
logi al rules that are part of our language like eliminating double negations.
More rules that we use to build su h a `mental image' an ome from the
pro ess in whi h this image is built, for example, adje tives spe ify properties
of obje ts, so they are order-independent (e.g., \the big blue ar" and \the
blue big ar"). Finally, some information is taken from rules of the physi al
world: we know that \mixing our and eggs" is the same as \mixing eggs
and our", or that \a half-full glass" is the same as \a half-empty glass" |
this, of ourse, an depend on the ontext in whi h it is used.
There are also rules that handle quotations: this is interesting sin e it is
the way natural language implements self-referen e. Quotations an be used
as any other obje t, and they a tually des ribe their ontents: so the rst
thing that makes this similar to the world of programming is that evaluation
does not o ur inside quotes. As an example, the previous paragraphs mentioned several pie es of text that would evaluate to the same mental image if
they were unquoted. More rules involve referen ing pie es of text, as in \The
third word of this senten e", or dire t evaluation using terms like `meaning'
as in: \The word `word' stands for the on ept of a word."
This leads us to the third property of a re e ted language: when we
have the above two, then it is possible to talk about the language within
2 This

is the term we use for using an operator name to reate a onstru tor that
generates quoted ode that mentions the original operator.
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itself, but there is no real guarantee that the quoted language is identi al the
language itself. Therefore, the third property is the orresponden e between
this representation and the language. This an be regarded as the guard-dog
that makes sure represented obje ts behave as we expe t them to behave.
The form of this orresponden e depends on the nature of the language:
 in a natural language we want quoted text to be related to the a tual

meaning of that text;

 in a programming language we want evaluation of quoted sour e ode

to behave the same as the same unquoted sour e;

 and in a logi al system, we want a re e tion inferen e rule that an

take a pie e of quoted inferen e and on ludes that the same fa t is
true (in other words, provability of some represented term implies that
the term itself is true).

3 Re e tion in Programming Languages
When talking about programming languages, we must be more pre ise. A
programming language has some formal rules for onstru ting its syntax, and
a fun tion that evaluates su h input, produ ing some result. An operational
semanti s is de ned by an evaluation pro ess that turns syntax into values.
The evaluator an ome in several forms su h as an interpreter, or the
omposition of a ompiler and ma hine exe ution. To re e t here means
to be able to write a program that an itself generate pie es of ode and
exe ute them. Of ourse, this is almost always possible, sin e even a primitive
language like assembly ode an be used to write a text le ontaining some
other text, use the operating system to invoke the assembler over this le and
exe ute the result. This is, however, an extremely rude way of implementing
and using re e tion3 be ause:
1. It relies on features that are external to the language itself (the OS and
a essibility of a ompiler in this ase) whi h is ineÆ ient, and might
not be available at run-time.
3I

have heard of some produ tion engineers in Intel that used a similar te hnique to
implement fun tions that get a variable number of arguments using bat h les that wrote
Basi programs.
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2. Text le generation, or text strings in general, is a low-level representation that is diÆ ult to manage and understand, mainly be ause they
fail to represent the re ursive nature of the syntax [3℄.
What is mu h preferred for this purpose are data stru tures within the language that an represent syntax, and, of ourse, some me hanism to spe ify
quotations. Quotation of a pie e of syntax S0 in this ontext means: nding
a pie e of syntax S1 that evaluates to an obje t whi h is a representation of
S0 .
As mentioned earlier, the obvious way for representing syntax is to de ne
re ursive data stru tures (assuming the language has some way to de ne su h
stru tures). This an vary from omplex representations like the Abstra t
Syntax Tree entries used by CamlP4 [4℄ to the simple lists of S heme [6℄. One
thing to note is that these data stru tures de ne the line between syntax
and representation | everything that an be parsed to su h stru tures is
onsidered valid syntax.
The next step on the way to re e tion is to have a user-available evaluator
in some reasonable way. One way of a hieving this is to implement one |
this has the advantage of requiring only user data stru tures and Turingompleteness. An obvious reason for reje ting this is that it is basi ally
re-inventing the wheel that you already use, but an even stronger reason is
that this is not true re e tion in the sense that the implemented evaluator
has no relation to the language used ex ept for the programmer's wishful
thinking. The onsequent of this is that \true" re e tion should be enabled
using the a tual evaluation fun tion whi h exe utes the program itself |
this is by means of exposing it to the language. This guarantees the third
property mentioned above.
This an be a hieved using a xed-point prin iple: implement an evaluator that an evaluate itself and use the result. The question here is whether
this result is equivalent to the original evaluator4. A safer way for this is
exposing the language's built-in evaluator to the language itself; by this, the
interfa e barrier between the language and its interpreter is broken, but this
is the essen e of re e tion: using a language to talk about itself. Exposing
internal parts of a substrate system su h as a programming language is a
general idea that an be used to a hieve greater exibility as demonstrated
4 Some

ompilers su h as OCaml are built by bootstrapping | making the ompiler
ompile itself and iterate using the result, until the ompiled result is identi al to the
ompiler itself

5

in \The Art of the Metaobje t Proto ol" [7℄.

4 (Pure) S heme
In the following two se tions, the features of S heme and Nuprl are ompared. Nuprl is taken as a representative logi al environment that ontains
an evaluator for a simple untyped term language. S heme was hosen as a
programming language representative due to its simple design ompared to
other languages, espe ially when it omes to its re e tion apabilities. The
dis ussion is limited to a pure subset of S heme, side e e ts and other irrelevant on epts are ignored. The synta ti issues are the same as in standard
S heme.

4.1 Syntax
S heme's syntax is essentially the same as that of other languages in the
Lisp family. It is extremely simple | everything is either an atom of some
fundamental type (e.g., numbers, symbols and strings), or a list of obje ts
represented by some parenthesized whitespa e-delimited sequen e of obje ts.
This is a tually the syntax for general S heme obje ts; the syntax for the
language is a subset of these expressions (for example, lists represent appli ations, symbols represent variables, a list beginning with the symbol `lambda'
represent fun tions et .). This is the rst of several features that make re e tion an integral part of the language. Quoting the S heme Revised5 Report
[6, p. 3℄:
S heme, like most diale ts of Lisp, employs a fully parenthesized
pre x notation for programs and (other) data; the grammar of
S heme generates a sublanguage of the language used for data.
An important onsequen e of this simple, uniform representation
is the sus eptibility of S heme programs and data to uniform
treatment by other S heme programs. For example, the `eval'
pro edure evaluates a S heme program expressed as data.
S heme implementations have a reader fun tion (`read') that parses input,
and a printer fun tion (`write') to display values. The philosophy behind
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this is that printed output always represents values equal (modulo pointer
equality) to the result of feeding this output ba k to the reader5 .

4.2 Semanti s (Values)
Values in S heme are of two major kinds:
 atomi values su h as symbols, numbers and strings6 ,
 omposite values | lists holding an ordered sequen e of values7 .

Lists are implemented using the ` ons' fun tion that onstru ts a pair
in memory (a ons ell) and the empty list (`'()'). Proper lists are either
the empty list or a pair of any value (the head of the list) and a proper list
(its tail). Also, the `list' fun tion is a onvenient short ut for reating lists:
`( ons x ( ons y '())) = (list x y )'.
The way atomi values are represented in S heme syntax stru tures raises
a subtle point: the S heme interpreter sees all input through the glasses of
its reader fun tion | so when S heme sour e ode ontains, for example, a
number, the reader will parse this and reate the internal representation of
that number, whi h be omes part of the [parsed℄ input sour e; therefore, the
syntax for a number is itself. Other values, in luding lists are also represented
by themselves using the same me hanism.
It was said previously that to enable re e tion we must extend the domain
of the language so it holds synta ti stru ture obje ts | in S heme this is
done by simply making obje ts be the syntax that represent themselves, so
the domain of S heme obje ts is a superset of the domain of S heme syntax
stru tures. This point is unique to S heme (and other Lisp diale ts) due
to the ombination of an interpreted environment with the way syntax is
represented as values. More on this below.
5 This

is not possible with all obje ts, for example, fun tions usually annot be printed.
Also note that feeding su h output ba k to the interpreter will get it re-evaluated unless
quoted.
6 Strings do have some internal stru ture, but here we make a distin tion between atomi
and omposite obje ts in the spe i ation of S heme programs so this is irrelevant.
7 Another thing that is ignored for this dis ussion is usage of \dotted-lists".
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4.3 Evaluation
A S heme interpreter is basi ally a read-eval-print loop (\REPL"). The
`read' and `print' parts are responsible for user intera tion (the mapping
between internal obje ts and their textual representation) and `eval' is the
a tual S heme evaluator fun tion. Obviously, the evaluator is responsible for
the a tual behavior of S heme programs.
`eval' is a [partial℄ fun tion that takes some input sour e ode (an internal representation built by `read') and produ es the results that this ode
evaluates to, if any. It is an appli ative-order evaluator that uses lexi al
environments.
The fa t that `eval' is just a fun tion from S heme values to S heme
values might sound onfusing at rst: how an it distinguish values that
represent ode from other values? The solution is simple | the input is
always taken as a pie e of ode representation and the output is always a
pie e of data. For example, if the ode `(list '+ 1 2)' is evaluated, the
return value is a list holding the symbol `+', and the numbers `1' and `2', and
this is not evaluated further. In fa t, if the `eval' fun tion was not available
to the user, then there was no way that it would ever get any input syntax
other than user ode | that is, it would never get applied on expressions
that are results.
So when a S heme interpreter is used, entering a result string ba k an
result in an equal obje t in the ase of a non-symbol atomi value, but a different value in ase of a symbol or a list, in other words, S heme's evaluation
is not idempotent. For this reason, the DrS heme pedagogi environment [5℄
helps beginner-level students getting used to the language by \language level"
settings, where the printer is modi ed so values are printed in a way that
will evaluate to an equal obje t when re-entered | for example, the result of
evaluating `(list 1 2)' is the list holding one and two whi h is printed as
`(list 1 2)' or as `'(1 2)' by DrS heme. There are other implementations
that hoose to display values in a similar way.
What eval is doing on a given argument an be summarized as follows:
1. If the argument is a symbol, its binding in the urrent lexi al environment is returned;
2. If it is any other atomi value, then this value is returned;
3. If it is a list and its rst element is a spe ial-form then the orresponding
spe ial evaluation rule is used;
8

4. If it is a list and its rst element is a ma ro symbol, then the ma ro
is applied to the unevaluated arguments (sour e ode pie es) and the
result is evaluated further;
5. Otherwise, it is a list and its elements are evaluated (in some unspe i ed
order), and the rst is applied on the rest.
Note that rule 2 is possible be ause values are a tually part of the input
sour e representation.

4.4 Quotations (Representations)
The way S heme syntax is de ned leads to the fa t that S heme sour e ode
is represented by data obje ts that are part of the language and a essible
to user-programs; the syntax of S heme programs is that of these obje ts.
The same holds for other Lisp diale ts. This, however, was not always the
ase: the Lisp 1.5 Programmers Manual [9℄ spe i es two ways of expressing
programs:

S-expressions These are symboli expressions that are used for representing

arbitrary data | this in ludes Lisp sour e represented in internal form.

M-expressions The a tual sour e language that a Lisp programmer uses

is named the \meta-language", sin e it spe i es how S-expressions are
pro essed. M-expressions an be represented in the form of S-expression
for Lisp programs that use other Lisp programs as data.

The distin tion between the two was supposed to be lear: programs
in the form of M-expressions are what the ompiler works with, while Sexpressions are used for internal data | sometimes representing Lisp syntax.
However, an evaluator fun tion was written, leading to a Lisp interpreter for
Lisp programs that are written in S-expression form. This led to the representation of Lisp ode using S-expressions being the dominant programming
language [8℄.
It might be possible to use a more `standard' syntax in a smarter way than
the one intended to be used in Lisp 1.5 | modify the reader and the writer
fun tions so both use the same syntax | essentially modifying the way lists
are represented as text. However, this would require extra information su h
as what symbols are in x operators, their pre eden es et . This is further
ompli ated by the fa t that we might want to print some obje t as denoting
9

data rather than ode (for example, `(foo '(a b ) '(if of uf))'). It is
therefore sensible to sti k to the simple syntax.
As said above, S heme values represent themselves, and omposite pie es
of syntax are represented by lists, so quotation be omes trivial: to quote a
pie e of input sour e you simply write an expression that will have it as its
result. The only missing pie e to omplete this pi ture is the way symbols an
be a result of a S heme expression | the evaluator treats symbols as variable
referen es, so a new spe ial form named `quote' is added to the language,
whi h stops evaluation of a symbol: the result of evaluating `(quote a)' is
the symbol `a'.
Now we know that:
 to quote a symbol, we wrap it by a `quote' spe ial form;
 to quote any other atomi value, we simply use it (as dis ussed above);
 to quote a omposite syntax (a list) | use the `list' fun tion to reate

the list.

For example, the quotation of `(+ 1 2)' is `(list (quote +) 1 2)'.
Finally, quoting is made easier by extending it so it stops evaluation of
any S heme syntax obje t in luding lists. For example, using the single quote
hara ter makes the quotation of the previous example as simple as `'(+ 1
2)'. This is generally dis ussed in Se tion 6.1 and the S heme ase is detailed
in Se tion 6.3.

4.5 Re e tion
Lisp was designed for easy symboli omputation, part of whi h was evaluating Lisp ode using Lisp ode. S heme, as a modern and elegant diale t
of Lisp, was designed to be as lean and as simple as possible. The lesson
learned from Lisp led to making re e tion usage as simple as8 :
(eval '(+ 1 2))

This simpli ity omes from two main fa tors:
8A

tually, this is not the way `eval' is de ned in the S heme Report. In fa t, `eval'
was introdu ed only in the 5th Revised report in 1998.
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 The synta ti stru tures are part of the domain of S heme values: non-

symbol atoms represent themselves, quotes an be used to get symbols
as values and lists an be onstru ted by users.

 The evaluation fun tion (`eval') is available to user programs.

There are few other supporting me hanisms su h as quasi-quotes, ma ros et
that are dis ussed below.
As said in Se tion 3, we an get the evaluation fun tion for our own language either by using a xpoint or by exposing the a tual evaluation fun tion
to the user level | breaking the abstra tion barrier between the language
and its implementation. The se ond way is what S heme implementations
usually do: the `eval' fun tion is the same as the one that the implementation uses for evaluating ode. This it is simpler, safer and more eÆ ient. It
should be noted that su h implementation is not required by R5RS, the only
thing that is required is the availability of an `eval' fun tion that evaluates
S heme expressions.
The fa t that syntax stru tures are part of the domain of S heme values
is another su h exposed internal me hanism: the S heme implementation
and user programs share the same data stru tures. This is required by the
standard so S heme ode an always be used as data, for example, as input
to `eval'.
This way of re e ting a system by exposing some of its internal fun tionality to its users is alled pro edural re e tion, see Smith [10℄ for more
details.

5 Nuprl
Nuprl is a logi al environment implementation that onne ts onstru tive
logi and programming. It is a andidate system for an implementation of
re e tion so the onne tion between the logi al meaning and the programming meaning of re e tion an be made expli it.

5.1 Syntax
Terms are the fundamental obje ts Nuprl manages: they are used for input,
output and internal pro essing. The information that terms represent omes
from their operator name, their tree stru ture, and from atta hed atomi
11

values (parameters). The stru ture of a typi al Nuprl term is a tree stru ture
of terms with no parameters and terms with parameters and no sub-terms
as leaves.
In short, terms and parameters provide a simple and uniform syntax for
Nuprl, mu h like lists and atomi values in S heme. There are, however,
some di eren es as we will see.
The a tual user-intera tion uses a stru ture editor for entering terms and
a display form me hanism for visualizing terms. This is a rather te hni al
point that makes life a little easier for users9 : the internal representation
is the same no matter how it is presented. The analogy for this in S heme
would be a modi ation to the reader and printer fun tions as dis ussed in
Se tion 4.4.

5.2 Semanti s (Values)
In Nuprl there are no \atomi values" as in S heme | there are only terms |
atta hed parameters provide the a tual ontent of term values. Sin e there
are no atomi values, there is an additional me hanism to spe ify what terms
stand for [ anoni al℄ values (named value terms) and what terms should be
evaluated further to get a value. For example, numbers are represented
in Nuprl by `natnum' terms with no subterms and with a parameter that
spe i es the a tual value, for example: `natnumf3g()'. Value terms have
no spe i ed meaning | they stand for themselves. This is due to the fa t
that evaluation in Nuprl has the form of normalizing terms, substitutions
an o ur in any order.

5.3 Evaluation
Terms are used in Nuprl as the elementary data obje ts, representing logi al
senten es. In addition, the system ontains an evaluator omponent that
uses terms as an untyped lambda- al ulus like language. Terms that are
not de lared to be values, get redu ed by the evaluator. These terms have
evaluation fragments whi h are small fun tions that de ne redu tions that
the evaluator use to handle them. This evaluator is di erent than standard
programming language evaluators, it is a normalizing pro ess: a term an be
redu ed until it is a value term.
9 This

is espe ially ne essary sin e many Nuprl users are mathemati ians.
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Another di eren e between evaluation in S heme and in Nuprl is that
be ause a term and its normalized form are always equal, then the evaluation
an be lazy where S heme is eager. Moreover, there is another important
point about the way Nuprl treats terms that should be made lear at this
point: there is no distin tion between two terms if one an be redu ed to
the other (or both to a the same). The evaluator gets terms as input, and
redu es subterms lazily as ne essary | this makes it a fun tion that maps
terms to terms. This is similar to S heme, but the fundamental di eren e is
that terms that an be redu ed to the same (alpha-equal) term are onsidered
indistinguishable, in other words, this eval fun tion is idempotent: there is
no di eren e between eval(x) and eval(eval(x)). If evaluation in S heme was
de ned similarly, then evaluating the expression `( ar (list (list '+ 1
2) 1))' would yield `3' be ause `list' reates an a tual expression. The
3Lisp language [10℄ fa es the same problem and the solution was to make it
use normalization as well.
Nuprl's approa h allows a lot of freedom in the sense that di erent evaluation te hniques an be intermixed, it even allows a more omplex system
that spe i es what parts should be redu ed. In other words | the S heme
evaluator knows that anything that the evaluator gets is a syntax value and
anything it returns is a simple value, while the Nuprl evaluator always returns
a term and these terms are lassi ed to data values and redu ible terms: this
allows it to do an in omplete job, deferring unne essary redu tions.

5.4 Quotations (Representations)
The restri tion implied by the evaluation pro ess implies that exposing the
term onstru tor in Nuprl so terms represent themselves is impossible: as
des ribed above, Nuprl an redu e arbitrary subparts of some expression,
whi h means that terms annot represent themselves sin e there is no way
to spe ify that they should be treated as values. There are several possible
ways for making syntax representation possible:
1. Represent terms using a simple re ursive type de nition that will be
omposed of a pair of lists, one representing parameters and the other
representing bound subterms. This is the simple/naive approa h.
2. Change the term stru ture so that there will be an additional ` ag'
parameter in terms, spe ifying whether a term is quoted or not, it
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should be possible to a umulate these ags, whi h will denote \quoteness" levels. These ags only indi ate the term as quoted, not its
subterms: we shift the meaning of the operator with this ag from
what it denotes to a representation of its own syntax; we name this
operator shifting. This is an implementation hange.
3. For every possible term, make a orresponding new value term that will
represent it, this should be done arefully so all terms are representable,
in luding these terms as well.
4. Modify the evaluator so it is more similar to the S heme evaluator.
This will, naturally, redu e its exibility. Note that this is a suggestion
on how to design the way evaluation will happen, it an still be a lazy
evaluator.
5. Create a new term named `quote' that has a single sub-term, and modify the evaluator to treat these terms as data and disallow redu tions in
them. This violates the prin iple of uniform management of terms by
making substitution ontext-sensitive (free variables in quoted terms
should not be repla ed). This has a drasti e e t on the system sin e
it hanges the way equality behaves.
6. Do the same, but have no subterms, instead keep the quoted term
as a parameter value. This means that no implementation hange is
needed. However, the stru ture of the quoted term is not easily a essible, spe i ally, we annot have subterms that des ribe parts of the
quoted term.
The standard approa h in Nuprl, whi h is the one taken in [2℄ and in [1℄,
is the rst one above. A suggested improvement is the se ond one whi h
is temporarily ha ked similar to the third one: for every term we de lare
a mat hing value term that is used to represent the syntax of that term,
But eventually we want this to be done automati ally by su h quote ags
and sele tor fun tions that will be able to pull information out of quoted
terms (see Se tion 6.4). There is a `rep' fun tion from terms to terms, that
produ es the anoni al representation of a term; the S heme equivalent of
this fun tion, when the simple approa h is used, would roughly look like this:
(define (rep expr)
(if (list? expr)
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( ons 'list (map reps expr))
(list 'quote expr)))

but this is, of ourse, simpler using the extension that allows quoting every
obje t, spe ifying quoted ontexts:
(define (rep expr)
(list 'quote expr))

Another fun tion, `unrep' is the opposite operation, whi h in S heme (given
the above fun tion de nition) is simply `eval'. As with any other Nuprl
term, terms are the same as ones that are the result of their evaluation, so,
for example, the `unrep' fun tion must be partial sin e some terms represent
in nite omputations. Note that the only way to speak about these fun tions
is to lift the dis ussion to the quoted level: for example, it is impossible to
write the above S heme fun tion so it will get a pie e of unquoted syntax
sin e that syntax will get evaluated (but it is possible to write it as a ma ro).

5.5 Re e tion
The above quotation me hanism allows re e tion to be implemented. This
however was never done in pra ti e: a theoreti al dis ussion appeared in
[2℄, and an attempt to get a pra ti al implementation was done in [1℄. This
paper is an attempt to be the rst step on the road to a pra ti al working
re e tion implemented in Nuprl of a partial subset of the system exposed
internals, unlike the ambitious attempt of [1℄ for the re e tion of the full
Nuprl in terms of itself. The plan is to use operator shifting to expose
a representation of term stru tures, together with internal fun tionality to
manipulate these representation.

6 Quotations
So far, we have examined S heme's re e tion apabilities and ompared them
to Nuprl's. The problem with what was done in Nuprl is that it never rea hed
a stage of pra ti al usage. To get to su h a working system in a new way, some
variation is needed: here we inspe t possibilities for quotation me hanisms,
from a general point of view and possible implementations.
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6.1 Quotation by Prepro essing
Now that we know how to use quotations, we en ounter another problem:
using quoted data stru tures in the obvious way is very umbersome. This
is true even for the simple list stru tures in S heme | a simple expression
su h as:
(if (<= n 1) n (+ (fib (- n 1)) (fib (- n 2))))

is quoted (using the quote hara ter short ut) as:
(list 'if (list '<= 'n 1) 'n
(list '+ (list 'fib (list '- 'n 1)))
(list '+ (list 'fib (list '- 'n 2))))

As said in Se tion 2, some quote notations are mu h simpler to use, for
example, if we would have hosen to represent S heme ode as strings, then
the quoted expression be omes as simple as:
"(if (<= n 1) n (+ (fib (- n 1)) (fib (- n 2))))"

but, as already mentioned, strings are a very poor tool for syntax representation for la k of re ursive stru ture. The reason that makes strings a
poor representation is exa tly what makes `good' representations umbersome: we want the re ursive nature of the syntax to be represented in our
data stru ture, so we always get these onstru tors stu k in the middle of
the represented text su h as the extra `quote's and `list's in the example
above. A property of a quotation me hanism that is easy to use is that original syntax appears literally in the expression that is its quotation, su h as
the string example (as dis ussed in Smullyan [11, Chapter 1℄).
The way S heme solves this problem is by introdu ing the `quote' spe ial
form. This allows us to write:
(quote (if (<= n 1) n (+ (fib (- n 1)) (fib (- n 2)))))

or even simpler:
'(if (<= n 1) n (+ (fib (- n 1)) (fib (- n 2))))

When onsidering this, it looks like a neat solution that requires a minor
addition to the language of the `quote' spe ial form. However, we an observe that if we know how to translate a pie e of syntax to another whi h
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is its representation, then it is possible to write a sour e ode transformation fun tion that will do this for us so we are not even aware of the a tual
way these obje ts are implemented. All we need is some form of quotation
to be added to the input syntax, then it is easy to use su h a transformation fun tion as a prepro essor that will e e tively eliminate these onstru ts
and substitute the a tual full syntax onstru tors. If this fun tion is applied
inside-out, we get it to handle multiple levels of quotations for free. For
example, transforming this ode:
(f '(g '(+ 1 2)))

starts at the internal quote, getting:
(f '(g (make-expr '+ '1 '2)))

then the se ond quote is expanded and the nal result is:
(f (make-expr 'g (make-expr 'make-expr ''+ ''1 ''2)))

This example is using a `make-expr' fun tion that onstru ts expressions,
whi h avoids spe ifying how atomi onstants are en oded. An a tual ode in
S heme is simpli ed by the way quote hara ters are handled by the reader |
all we handle are expressions with the symbol `quote' in their rst position.
An example for su h a prepro essing fun tion is shown in Figure 1.
(define (prepro ess expr)
(define (quotify expr)
( ond ((pair? expr) ( ons 'list (map quotify expr)))
(else
(list 'quote expr))))
( ond ((not (pair? expr)) expr)
((eq? ( ar expr) 'quote)
(quotify (prepro ess ( adr expr))))
(else (map prepro ess expr))))

Figure 1: Prepro essing quotes in S heme.
This ode is generi : it an be used in any language as a prepro essor for
these simple quotes | it only relies on basi me hanisms of the underlying
language: being able to onstru t and de onstru t expressions that represent
syntax, quoting symbols and managing lists in the S heme ase. A tually,
it is very di erent from the way S heme handles quotes whi h is des ribed
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below. This ode an also demonstrate the fa t that writing naive expressions
to generate stru ture that represent some syntax ends up in an exponential
blowup of expression sizes, see page 22 for an example.
The CamlP4 pa kage for OCaml is an example for this approa h: it
extends the input syntax with quotation marks, uses the parser on the string
ontents of these quotations and returns some transformation of the resulting
abstra t syntax tree obje t; this is further ompli ated by typed abstra t
syntax stru tures | a quotation must spe ify the type of syntax pie e to
parse.

6.2 A Quasi-Quotation Prepro essor
Quoting pie es of syntax using su h a me hanism as des ribed above is very
onvenient, but we an get still greater onvenien e. Quotes are used for
spe ifying xed syntax pie es, but when writing programs that manipulate
synta ti stru tures, it is desirable to mix quoted syntax obje ts with `normal'
ode. For example, here is a fun tion that manipulates input values that are
quoted obje ts themselves:
(define (build-plus exp1 exp2)
(list '+ exp1 exp2))

Using simple quotations is ertainly not enough sin e the body of
(define (build-plus exp1 exp2)
'(+ exp1 exp2))

quotes the two variables instead of using their values. The solution is to use
quasi-quotation: this is taken exa tly as the normal quotation above, ex ept
that we allow another input onstru t for `unquoting' some parts of the
quasi-quoted expression. For example, in S heme, the above ode be omes:
(define (build-plus exp1 exp2)
`(+ ,exp1 ,exp2))

where ``x' is a short ut for `(quasiquote x)' and `,x' for `(unquote x)'.
The way to prepro ess a quasi-quoted onstru t is to turn it into an
expression that generates the templates | using `quote's and `list's in the
S heme ase, but leaving unquoted values as they are. This means that ``(+
,exp1 ,exp2)' is transformed into `(list '+ exp1 exp2)'. This is a hieved
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(define (prepro ess expr)
(define (quotify expr)
( ond
((and (pair? expr) (eq? ( ar expr) 'unquote)) ( adr expr))
((pair? expr)
( ons 'list (map quotify expr)))
(else
(list 'quote expr))))
( ond ((not (pair? expr)) expr)
((eq? ( ar expr) 'quasiquote)
(quotify (prepro ess ( adr expr))))
(else (map prepro ess expr))))

Figure 2: Prepro essing quasi quotes in S heme.
by the simple ode in Figure 2, whi h is the same as the ode in Figure 1
with a di erent treatment for unquoted forms.
This is also di erent than the way S heme handles `quasiquote's, but using it gives the same onvenien e. As is the ase with the ode from Figure 1,
this ode is generi in that it requires minimal support from the underlying
language, yet it provides the full onvenien e of using quasi-quotations as
template spe i ations. The surprising fa t here is that the single addition
to this ode is enough to handle nested quasiquotes when it is wrapped in the
re ursive `prepro ess' fun tion. Again, an example for this is the CamlP4
quotation me hanism: it extends the way that quotation strings are parsed
by allowing `anti-quotation' onstru ts providing the same fun tionality.
The simpli ity of using quasi-quotes with unquotes omes from their natural view as templates with holes to be led. A very brief experien e with
these is enough to get onvin ed by their usefulness. The [planned℄ way of
implementing a quotation user-interfa e in Nuprl with display forms and a
modi ed input method whi h both use the represented terms with di erent
olors is another form of a hieving this goal: no matter how the quotation
me hanism a tually is implemented, it is hidden behind an abstra tion interfa e. The input method will be very similar to the above ode, using the
representation of terms dis ussed in Se tion 5.4.

6.3 Quotations and Quasi-quotation in S heme
As dis ussed above, quotations and quasiquotations an be handled in an
\evaluator-transparent" way by using a prepro essor. However, the way that
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S heme implements these is more sophisti ated.
Sin e the `quote' symbol is already treated as a spe ial form that stops
evaluation, it is natural to extend its behavior to any expression. Using it
with atomi values is not useful sin e they evaluate to themselves anyway, but
with lists it be omes very handy. One thing to note here is that sin e quotes
are being treated as evaluation stoppers, then the quoted value appears as
a literal onstant in the ode, so when semanti s of referen es are being
onsidered, it is a tually di erent than using the equivalent `list' form10 .
Quasiquotes are also implemented as spe ial forms in S heme. This is
a subtle point that might not be obvious when reading the S heme Report.
First, it appears as a derived expression (one that an be expressed using
primitive syntax), se ond, the way it spe i ed is, indeed, by translation to
primitive syntax11 :
If a omma appears within the hqq-templatei, however, the expression following the omma is evaluated (\unquoted") and its
result is inserted into the stru ture instead of the omma and the
expression.
...
The external syntax generated by write for [quasiquoted expressions℄ may vary between implementations.
So, it looks like all usages of quasiquotes are eliminated when it is being read
in | however it is possible to quote (or quasiquote) quasiquoted expressions,
as the Report states:
Quasiquote forms may be nested. Substitutions are made only for
unquoted omponents appearing at the same nesting level as the
outermost ba kquote. The nesting level in reases by one inside
ea h su essive quasiquotation, and de reases by one inside ea h
unquotation.
As demonstrated above, having quasiquotes as a spe ial form in the language is not ne essary | the way it is added to S heme makes it more
eÆ ient. An additional note about this feature in S heme (or any other Lisp
diale t), whi h is lear by de laring it as derived syntax, is that quasi-quotes
an be (and sometimes are) implemented as ma ros that prepro ess the ode
10 This

11 This

is the why the S heme Report restri ts su h values as immutable values.
dis ussion ignores spli ing.
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so this essentially makes quasi-quotes work exa tly as des ribed above. This
is also the reason why it is simpler to add quasiquotes to the language as a
ma ro than eliminating any mention of it with a seperate prepro essor.

6.4 Suggested Quotations in Nuprl
When onsidering a quotation me hanism for re e tion in Nuprl, the way
S heme de nes them is one option. However, taking into a ount the way
Nuprl terms are evaluated, problems are en ountered. The major problem
is that su h `quote's or `quasiquote's onstru ts (terms, in this ase), work
by reating a ontext that hanges the meaning of expressions | the way
they evaluate. This is perfe tly ne for S heme evaluation sin e ma ros
get expanded before ode is exe uted, and even if treated as spe ial forms,
things are still okay, sin e expressions annot be evaluated at arbitrary pla es
but only outside-in. In Nuprl, however, redu tions an o ur at arbitrary
pla es, so having these quotations means that any substitution of a term must
onsider its ontext. This is a riti al point in the system whi h de nes how
equality behaves. Another point where things get unne essarily ompli ated
is the fa t that terms that are subparts of other terms be ome ambiguous:
we need extra information to spe ify whether they are quoted or not.
The desired solution should have the property of using normal terms that
are not treated spe ially by redu tions and in general, modifying as little
as possible existing fun tionality. All this should be a omplished while the
result is still onvenient enough to use. One su h solution is presented in
http://some-url-in-stuart's-home-page, whi h is similar to option #2
on page 13. The idea is that we add quote-tags to operators, and these
will be treated as if they were de ned as anoni al terms representing the
orresponding operators. Operators with these tags are alled shifted operators. On e the Nuprl implementation is modi ed, then the full representation
using the re ursive type de nition is not needed.
This an be demonstrated by a simple S heme program: simulate shifted
operators by appli ation of quoted symbols. The result program is in Figure 3. Using this ode as a prepro essor, the result of entering12 :
('+ ('* '1 '2) (* 1 2))

is the list (+ (* 1 2) 2).
12 Note

that this uses S heme's spe ial treatment of atomi values, the a tual multipliation should a tually be quoti ed.
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(define (prepro ess expr)
( ond ((and (pair? expr)
(list? ( ar expr))
(= (length ( ar expr)) 2)
(eq? ( aar expr) 'quote))
(prepro ess ( ons 'list expr)))
((list? expr) (map prepro ess expr))
(else
expr)))

Figure 3: Prepro essing shifted operators in S heme.
This is, of ourse, only a simulation that uses a tual S heme quotes for
reating syntax representations, but it is a good demonstration of this idea
when it is implemented for Nuprl terms: `'+' is the shifted version of the `+'
operator. One additional fa t that an be observed here is that this quotation
style is also eÆ ient: it prevents the exponential growth of expression sizes
when it is quoti ed multiple times. For example, if we use the prepro essor
of Figure 2, then quoting the simple expression (+ 1 2) three times yields:
(list 'list
(list
(list
(list
(list

'quote 'list)
'list (list 'quote 'quote) (list 'quote '+))
'list (list 'quote 'quote) (list 'quote '1))
'list (list 'quote 'quote) (list 'quote '2)))

whereas the new style of quotation using operator shifting yields a simple:
('''+ '''1 '''2). Note also that the S heme-style version of this will be
even simpler: '''(+ 1 2), but this is due to the simpli ity of using ontexts.
As demonstrated, the ontext of a logi al system su h as Nuprl makes
S heme-style quotes too omplex and the above quotation me hanism helps
in that. However, ontextual quotes are still useful, as an be seen by their
usage in informal language. This makes a good justi ation for providing a
S heme-like quasiquote me hanism that will be translated by a prepro essor
to a tual terms, similar to the idea of olor- oding quotations.

7 Con lusions
 The provability/programming relation expresses itself as proofs that

talk about other proofs whi h translate to programs that write pro22

grams | this is lose to ma ros and staged evaluation/ ompilation.
Working with ma ros is an old subje t that is very well-known and
I believe that these te hniques an help formalizing provability up to
a point where it an be used in a omputer-aided logi environment
su h as Nuprl. One example for a possible ontribution of this might
be an implementation of ta ti s as meta-proofs. An implementation is
therefore needed to fully understand this relation.
 A small, fully-re e ted implementation of a \Mini-PRL" system will

be a good starting point for playing with these ideas. This should be
a very small system that an do simple re nements without the major
omplexity of Nuprl (su h as ta ti s, display forms, intera tive editor,
sophisti ated rewrites et .). There is enough to learn from su h an
experien e, and it an then be extended.

 The simpli ity of S heme, whi h is a hieved by exposing the evaluation

fun tion of the language to its programs makes re e tion simple and
`neat' | it is very small, very simple and very elegant. I believe that
similar te hniques an be useful in the Nuprl ase as well.

 The same also holds for the synta ti data stru tures: exposing the

internal stru ture onstru tor (of terms in the Nuprl ase) to the user
level will make re e tion mu h simpler. This an be done as dis ussed
in Se tion 6.

 The bene ts of having a re e tion me hanism was shown as an ex-

tremely useful tool in numerous domains, not only programming languages, but other substrate systems as well | operating systems, obje t systems, data bases et . Nuprl is a substrate system of yet another
kind, and as su h, it will probably bene t as well from a re e tion
me hanism. One su h bene t, getting ta ti s as results of re e ted
proofs is mentioned above, but again: an implementation is ne essary
to fully explore the possibilities.

 Another question that needs an answer is whether it is possible to

a hieve re e tion by proving a Mini-PRL system inside itself and have
it be the extra tion of this pro ess. This will be the rst logi al system
whi h an \verify itself" in some interesting sense. We know that there
must be some external me hanism to make a re e tive system work, it
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will be interesting to lo ate this minimal me hanism when a re e tive
logi al system is implemented and to ontrast it with the programming
language world.
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